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FOREWORD
This report summarizes the work conducted by McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company-East (MDAC-E) in St. Louis, Missouri for the Structures and Mechanics
Division of the NASA Johnson Space Center (NAS-JSC) under Contract NAS9-13439,
"Data Correlation and Analysis of Arc Tunnel and Wlnd Tunnel Test of RSI Joints
and Gaps." This final report consists of two volumes: Volume I - Technical Report
and Volume II - Data Base. The period of performance was from 16 May 1973 thru
31 January 1974.
Mr. Donald J. Tilllan was the NASA Technical Monitor for this study; Messrs.
: H.E. Christensen and H. W. Kipp were the MDAC Principal Investigator and Study
ManaEer , respectively. Significant contributions to this study were made by
Dr. H. J. Brandon, Messrs. L. H. Ebbesmeyer, H. J. Fivel, D. A. Osborne and T. _.I.
Parklnson. The cooperation of numerous NASA Personnel at Ames Eesearch Center,
Johnson Space Center and Langley Research Center in providing experimental data,
supplemental calculations and valuable counsel was instrumental to the success-
ful completion of this study.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUFR_L%RY
The reusable surface insulation (RSI) thermal protection system (TPS) for
Space Shuttle requires gaps at RSI Joints to accomodate structural deflection result-
ing from loads and thermal expansion. In addition0 allowance must be made for
manufacturin_ and assembly tolerances. At room temperature, gap widths under
current cons'_Jeratlon are nominally 0.127 cm (0.050") _ ,038 cm (.015"). In
orbital operation, these may shrink to near zero during cold soak or grow by as
much as 25%.
The successful application of RSI material for Shuttle thermal protection is
significantly affected by entry heating within the RSI gaps. Gap width, depth,
arossection geometry, gap orientation, boundary layer state and surface mismatch
are all known to affect conv¢:ctive heating within the gap and heat leakage to the
protected substructure. For instance, present study results indicate a flush
transverse butt gap 0.127 cm wide, increases TPS thickness requirements by
approximately 1/3 above the thickness required with no gap.
During 1972 and 1973, extensive tests of various gap configurations were run
by NASA to provide a data base for accurate assessment of gap heating. Data were
taken in both wind tunnels and in arc tunnels. In the present study, a large
segment of the available data was analyzed and correlated to obtain methods for
p_edicting heating in the RSI gaps on Shuttle. The following major tasks were
performed during the study:
o Assimilation of gap heating data from NASA facilities
o Analysis of the data to determine heating rates and sensitivities;
comparison of the various candidate Joints
o Correlation _f the assimilated data and the development of a gap heating
procedure which was applied to three Shuttle trajectories
This volume of the final report contains the gap heating data which were
assimilated during the current stu,4y. The data sources end test conditions are
summarized in Figure 1.0-1.
The data con lained in subsequent sections includes a description of each test
facility, run schedule and test conditionsj model descriptive information, temper-
ature response and heat flux data.
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... INVESTIGATORS TEST FACILITY A DESCRIPTION
, ANDCONDITIONS
if,, r i i | mI i II i i i mm i II I
D. O. TILLIAN JSC 10 _ ARCTUNNEL LAMINARB.L.; 60 RUNS;NULLITE
: H, E. CHRISTENSEN .',HANNELNOZZLE PSI HODELS;BUTT, CONTOURED,
i' (1972-1973 -_.2 < M < 4.7 INCLINED, STEPPEDBUTTANDOVER-
;-_'" Re m-1 - 50,000 LAPPEDBLOCKJOINTS.
; I " i ||n ml iii I I ....
D. A. THROCKMORTON"LaRCHACH10 CFHT TURBULENTB.L.; 153 RUNS;THIN SKIN
H. E. CHRISTENSEN MODELTESTEDIN MODEL;BUTTJOINTS HITH INLINE AND
(1973) TUNNELHALL STAGGEREDGAPS;FLOWORIENTATION,
Re m-1 = 3.3 X 106 TILE HEIGHTMISHATCHANDGAPWIDTH
VARIED.
_lll m|
C. B. JOHNSON LaRCHACH8 VDT, MODEL LAMINARANDTURBULENTB.L.; THIN
(1972) IN TUNNELWALLAND FREE SKIN MODELS;INLINE ANDSTAGGERED
STREAM_ BUTTJOINTS.
1.1X106 < Re m"1 < 40X106
i I' Ill i i If li
W. K. LOCK_IAN AMES3.5 FOOTHHTFREE LAHINAR,TRANSITIONALANDTURBULENT
C. e. BLUHER STREAMMODEL B.L.; 71 RUNS;FLATPLATETHIN
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2.0 NASA-JSC CHANNEL NOZZLE TESTS OF HCF GAP _0DELS
Thirteen gap models were _e_ted at as many as four gap settings each to deter-
mine convective heating in the gaps between tiles. Analysis at thirty six gap
locations is contained in Volume L The assoclatgd model data an_ test results are
contained in this Section. The test matri_ and tunnel characteristics are discussed
first. This is followed by descriptions of each model (including test fixtures and
adapters fabricated to hold the tile sets). Section 2.2 contains x-rays of each tile and
Section 2.3 contains photographs of tile sets. Measured thermal responses of the I
tiles are contained in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 contains the description of temns
used in the tabulation of test results. Section 2.6 contains _be data tabulation
of heating distributions obtained by the inverse solution technique. MDAC-E
prepared the test m_dels, adapters, etc, planned and supervised the tests. John
E. Grimaud and L. P. Murray of NASA-JSC were responsible for tunnel operation and
transmitting test results to MDAC-E. The cooperation and innovative ideas of all
NASA personnel associated with this project were excellent enabling large body of
definatlve test data to be assembled. The inform_/,ion contained in thls section is
presented in "English" units because hardware design and raw data used that system
of units.
The Arc Tunnel tests were performed in the NASA-JSC i0 MW facility shown in
Figure 2.0-1. This _ew of the facility shows the Channel Nozzle and the sting
for wedge tests. The Arc Tunnel Tests at NASA-JSC were performed in a channel
nozzle because a more uniform heating distribution is produced on the panel than
could be obtained with a wedge configuration. Figure 2.0-2 shows photos of the model
adapter, instrumentation, Joint model and calibration plate used during these tests.
Analysis of test "a from candidate Joint designs and tile thicknesses was
performed for tests as seen in Figure 2.0-3. Analyses of these data are presented
in Volume I. The data were received on magnetic tapes in the form of temperature
responses from thermocouples situated at locations shown on Figure 2.0-4. An
inverse solution technique which uses these measured temperature histories as
boundary conditions was used to determlne convective heat fluxes to the faces of
the RSI Joints. Tile arrangement in the test fixture and a schematic showing
position in the tunnel can also be se_n in the above figure.
_" Prior to testing, facility calibration runs were performed to determine the
heat flux uniformity on the wall of the channel nozzle. The channel nozzle was
constructed with a 12 x 12 inch opening on each side of the nozzle, one for the
, test model and the other for a ca]Ibratlon plate, The callbratlon plate was fit
with nine heat flux calorlmaters and six pressure ports. Heat flux measurements
3
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_ HCF VARIABLE GAP MODELS ANALYZED FROM TESTS
PERFORMED IN ThE CHANNEL NOZZLE AT NASA-JSC i0 MW ARC TUNNEL
TILE THICKNESS GAP WIDTH
TEST NO. RUN NO. JOINT TYPE (I_CH) (INCH)
$275IA 27507 BUTT 2.5 0.05
$2761A 27608 l 0.I0
_ $277IA 27707 _ O.15$278IA 278 0,30
$279IA 279 2.0 0.05
S280IA 28007 [ 0.10
S281IA 28108 _ 0.15$ 2 2 O 30
$2831A 28307 i.25 0.05
$2841A 28408 [ 0.I0
3285IA 285 _ 0.15$ 6 09 O 30
$287IA 28707 BUTT WITH FWD. 2.0 0.05
$2881A 28809 FACING STEP l 0.I0
•! $289IA 28910 l _ 0.15S 90 90 _ 30
S312IA 31209 INCLINED 2.5 0•05
$3131A 31310 0.i0
• _ $3141A 31411 O.15
i_ $3151A 31507 0.30
_ *HCF is McDonnell Douglas designation of reusable surface insulation fabricated
,_:_r?_: from Mullite fibers. For a further description of HCF refer to Reference (a)
and<b).
_ Figure 2.0-3
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HODEL INSTRUNENTAT[ON LOCATION TN THE NASA JSC
10 I_ CItANNEL NOZZLE TESTS
x
• . [ im 1
INSTRUMENTED
FLOW _ m










A 2-7 TRANSVERSEGAP- UPSTREAMWALL
A 8-12 INSTRUMENTEDPLUG
B 14-19 IN-LINEGAP - DOWNSTREAMOF TRANS.GAP
C 21-26 IN-LINEGAP - UPSTREAMOF TRANS.GAP
D 28-33 TRANSVERSEtAP - DOWNSTREAMWALL
"" _,B,C,D 1,13,20,27 BONDLINE- INTERSECTIONOF TILES
Figure 2.0-4
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were made at several operating conditions and typical results are shown in Flgure
2.0-5. Heating was fairly uniform with higher heating along the center of the
plate than at the edges. As expected for a laminar flow, heating decreased with
distance along the plate. Pr_.dure measurements showed slightly deccaasing pres-
sure in the dlrect_on of flow. The calibration plate was used during each test to
record the heating and pressure environment in the channel nozzle. The flow in
the channel nozzle was supersonic (Mach 5), with a 0.25 inch thick boundary layer
and an air plasma eD_halpy of 3600 to 9800 Btu/LBm depending on operating conditions.
The high cross range shuttle orbiter A2P entry heating rate-tlme history was
simulated in the channel nozzle for each test run. Both air and arson test gases
were used to achieve the entry heating simulation. The portions of the entry
temperature profile below 1600°F during heat up and cool down were obtained using
argon, which has a lower ionization temperature than air. At a tile surface temper-
ature of 16CO°Fche test gas was switched to air to continue heating to 2300°F.
Continuous operatxon of the Are tunnel was thereby achieved for the entire mission
simulation. Another innovation used by NASA for this tesu program was programmed
Ar_ heater operation. Repeatability of test conditions was achieved using a
"Data Trak" controller which followed a derived Arc heater input-tlme curve.
The control curve was derived by:
o Establishing test points along the entry heating rate history.
, Obtaining Arc tunnel calibration parameters to achieve each test point, i
)erlving an Are heater current-time curve (Figure 2.0--6) from the test
point calibrations to achieve the entry heating and to check out the
tunnel operation using the "Data Trek" controller• i
Resulting temperature histories for the 2.0 inch butt JoLt model are shown
in Figure 2.0-7 Smooth surface temperature control was achieved and this figure
I
is typical for all test runs. Temperature responses for other Joints are contained
in Section 2.4. ]
- 8
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2.1 MODELDESCRIPTION
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2.1 MODELD_.SCEXPTION
A series of Joint models was £abrica_ed for performing comparative tests in
the channel nozzle at the NASA-JSC 10 MW Arc Heated Tunnel. The-models were
heavily instrumented and the features of the model design are listed in Figure
2.1-1.
Testing was performed using four gap settings (0.05, 0.i0, 0.15, and 0.30 !
inches) with tile thickness from 1.25 to 2.50 inches to obtain basic heating I
data. The configurations analyzed were the butt Joint, inclined Joint, and butt
joint with forward facing step (0.15 inch),
A description of each Joint segment follows:
a) butt Joint - has a near vertlcal ESI edge with a small taper progressing
from the bondline to the top surface (also referred to as "tapered butt").
b) inclined Joint - having RSI edge surfaces mating at an angle from the
vertical, and also having a small taper.
c) butt step - butt Joint with a forward facing step formed by a surface mid-
match at the transverse gap.
The components of the Joint segments are shown in Figure 2.1-2. Each of the
four tiles is bonded with Dow Coming RTV-3145 adhesive to a 0.050 Inch thick
titanium mounting plate. Six thermocouples are installed in instrumentation cubes
such that the thermocouple Junction is located on the surface of the gap. In later
assembled models, the technique for installln8 surface thermocouples was improved
eliminating the instrumentation cubes. A schematic of the instrumentation in a
tile set is shown in Figure 2.1-3. One tile contains an instrumented plug at its
center, and each tile contains a thermocouple at the bondline in the joint area.
Eight PT/PT-IO_ Rh thermocouples and twenty five chromel/alumel thermocouples were
installed in each set of tiles. The 30 gage thermocouple wires are routed to the
back of the tile through the adhesl-e layer to the sides of the mounting plate
where the wires were bundled and provided wit_l a qu£ck disconnect plug.
A Joint test container, Figure 2.1-4, was housed on an adapter that was
fabricated for the nozzle. Sets of four tiles were designed to be interchange-
,_. able within this test container which contains a gap setting mechanism (Figure
2.1-5). The container was designed so that the gaps could be reset between tunnel
runs without removlt.g the Joint test fixture from the Arc Tunnel facility. The
bottom view of the Joint assembly container is shown on Figure 2.1-6.
.... 13
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37 THEEMOCOt_LES 4 SURFACE
JOINT INCH 1.25 2.00 2.50 20 JOINT
CM 3.17 5.08 6.35 5 IN-DEPTH
4 BONDLINE
:BUTT _/ _ _/ AT INTERSECTI0!;
[BUTT STEP +0.15" 4 HCF GUARDo JSC 10 l_ ARC HEATED TUNNEL
INCLINED TAPERED _/ (CHANNEL NOZZLE)
o GAP SETTINGS EASILY ADJUSTED
*(ZNCH) o QUICK DISCONNECTS FOR INSTRUMENTATION
Figure 2.i-i|
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r., The adapter has quick disconnects for thermocouples and pressure transducers
(for measuring pressure gradients at the bottom of the joint). Air lines are pro-
_Ided to cool the model to room temperatures between tunnel runs which reduces
dead time between cycles,
Sets of HCF tile arrays were designed and fabricated for testing in the
NASA-JSC i0 _ Arc heated tunnel facilities. These tile assemblies were mounted
in the channel nozzle as shown in Figure 2.1-7. A water cooled adapter was
fabricated and attached to one side of the channel nozzle. The following drawings
were prepared or revised to define the various detail parts and assemblies:
a. 70TO37002 Mechanism Assembly (Rev A)
b. 70TO37003 Container Assembly (Rev B)
c. 70T037026 Plasma Channel Nozzle Cover Assembly
d. 70TO37030 Plasma Channel Nozzle, Panel Installation Assembly
The mechanism assembly used to support the HCF tiles was the same unit used
during earlier testing using a test wedge configuration. Modifications were re-
quired for the channel nozzle tests. Basically this unit consisted of a shallow
rectangular, stainless steel, box having a removable cover plate on the bottom,
with four tile attachment mechanisms positioned around the interior of dle box.
The design of the mechanisms allowed the tiles to be repoBitloned for precisely
adjusting the gaps between adjacent tiles without removing the test hardware from
the tunnel. The ablative insulation bonded on the sides of the test container
was removed for the channel nozzle test configuration. In addition, guard strips
of HCF on the top and around the periphery of the box were modified to use
mechanical atta_iment, rather than bonding, to facilitate replacement of guards.
The thickness and the height of the guards were increased £o allow testing
thicker HCF tiles and to mate with the cutout in the channel nozzle. Pressure
ports were added to the tile support platus in the gaps between adjacent tiles.
All of these modifications, including the initial design are defined in Figures
2.1-8 and 2.1-9.
The design of the adapter (cover assembly) which housed the tile position
mechanism assembly, in the opening on the side of channel nozzle is sho_z in
L Figure 2.1-10. Figure 2.1-Ii _s several vle_ of the adaptor and Figure 2.1-11'
is a view as would be seen by the flow in the channel nozzle. There are four
guards surrounding a tile set and, as with the previous test, configurations and
17
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! tile sets are interchangeable. In addition to supporting the tile test hardware,
i-_ this adapter was designed to:
o Prevent leakage of the plasma stream through the adapter into
the tunnel.
o Provide access for adjusting the gap widths between adjacent tiles.
o Provide electrical interface (quick disconnects) to facilitate instrumen- i
ration hook-up for the thermocouples e d pressure transducers. !
o Water cool the _pter to minimize heat transfer between the adapter and
the tile support mechanism assembly and to prevent heat buildup in the
test hardware.
o Provide for air cooling the back side of the tiles to reduce
down time between test runs.
As defined in Figure 2.1-10, 0.125 inch thick stainless steel was used to
fabricate the 13.24 inch square by 10.60 inch high adapter. A total of sixteen
attachment holes was drilled in the attachment flange mating the attachment
patterns of the channel nozzle as defined per AVCO drawing number 315E4017. To
assure a true attachment plane the outer surface of this flange was machined
after welding. A hinged door is attached to the opposite end of the assembly,
providing quick access for installation and removal of the tile mechanism assembly.
Four check valves were installed in the walls and the hinged door to eliminate any
appreciable pressure differentlal between the interior of the adapter and the
tunnel chamber.
The requirements for assembling the various HCF tile arrays to the mechanism
assembly (70T037002), installing these units inside the adapter assembly (70TO37026),
and attaching the adapter to the channel nozzle are shown in Figure 2.1-13. These
units are designed so that the assembly remains seml-permanently attached to the
channel nozzle when changing from one tile array to another. Only the container
assembly is removed from the ARC heated tunnel to install or remove a set of
tiles. This allows leavin_ intact the various interfaces, (including the thermo-
couple leads, pressure port leads, air cooling port and the water cooling lines)
between the adapter and th_ tunnel facilities, even while changing test hardware.
In addition to specifying the various hardware required for assembling these units,
Figure 2.1-13 also shows the arrangements for the various tile arrays tested.
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2.2 RODELX-RAY
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2.2 HODEL X-RAY
Tlle data sheets which show azx x-ray, location schematic, T/C number and
corresponding facility channel number, and actual measurements of the T/C positions
in the gaps or plug are shown in Figures 2.2-1 through 2.2-36. Some T/C measure-
ments were made from actual test tiles where this was possible, while the others
were taken from x-rays. When x-rays were used, the effects of parallax were
accounted for. Data sheets contained in this section coincide with the Gap
Hodels listed in Figure 2.0-3.
h
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T_LE DATA SHEET






T/C No, Channel No. HCF Bondllne Comments(Znch) i
1 57 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES
2 58 1.25 [IPSTRRAM _Tn_ n_ GAP !
3 59 1.07 i
4 60 .77
5 61 .49 , i
6 62 .30 I
7 63 0.0 1 t
8 64 1. i0 PLU G I
9 65 • 79 ]
10 66 ,49 _
,_11 ,, 67 .21 ,, , li
12 68 O. 0 1i
4
30 Figure 2.2-1 i
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UPSTRIM_qSIDE OF TRANSI_K3E GAP T/C
31 Fisure 2.2-2
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TILE DATA SHEET









T/C No. Channel No. HCF Bondline Comments ,
(Inch) ".]
13 69 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES
14 70 i,25 DOWNSTREAM OF TRANSVERSE GAP
15 71 i.05
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DOWNSTREAM OF TRANSVERSE GAP
Figure 2.2-4
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TILE DATA SHEET
Designation TILE C - 1.25" BUTT Location Schematic IN-LINE GAP
X-1_y Photo
Facillty Location From
T/C No. Channel No. HCF Bond!Ine Comments
(Inch) I
20 84 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES
21 85 1.25 UPSTREAM OF TRANSVERSE GAP
22 86 1.13 I
23 87 .82 1
24 88 .56
25 89 .36
,: 26 90 0.0
34 Figure 2.2-5
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IN-LINE GAP T/C UPSTREAM OF TRANSVERSE GAP
35 Figure 2.2-6
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TILE DATA SHEET






T/C No. Channel No. HCF Bondllne Comments
(Inch)
27 91 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES
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TILE D - 1.25" BUTT
X-11ay Photos
DOWNSTEEAM SIDE OF TPANSVERSE GAP T_C
37 Fisure 2.2-8
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T/C No. Channel No. HCF Bondline Comments
.(Inch)
i 57 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES





7 63 o,o rb
8 64 i.88 PLI!_




" 12 68 0.o ........ iii
Fkgure 2.2-9
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TILE DATA SHEET
Designation TILE B - 2" BUTT Location Schematic l_N-I._N_GAP
X-Ray Photo r,
Facility Location From
T/C No. Channel No. HCF Bondltne Comments
(_nch),
13 69 0.0 AT'INTERSECTION 'OF TILES
14 70 2.00 _o_sz_z_ozT_SVERSEGAP






19 83 0_0 _P
,l i in ,i ..... i i •
i ,l |
i i
i i m i
40 Figure 2.2-11
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IN-LINE GAP T/C DOWNSTREAM
OF TRANSVEESE GAP
: Figure 2.2-1241
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l),,_[_'1_;ItL,m T,[LEC - 2"BUTT Location ._chemntic.IN-L_NE GAP






T/C No. Channel No. HCF Bondllne Comments
(£nch),
• 20' 84 0.0 AT ZN_ZRSECTION OF TILES




L ,, i i i
24 88 .97
,| ,, i i i i i ,
25 89 •49
ill i iw i i i ii •
26 90 0 1
i i ,i • i,i i ,,
• i i
i i ill i|
t : | i i i i i i i,, ,i i
1t2 Figure 2.2-1.3
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TILE DATA SHEET






i.! T/C No. Channel No. HCF Bondline Comments
(Zn h)
27 91 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES
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TTI,E DATA SHEET
l)v_i!_natlon TILE A - 2.5" BU'FI' Locath)n qchematlc ,PLUG & TRANSVERSE GAP
(






• ", /, e
Fa(-ilitv l,ocatlon From
T/C No. Chanm, l No. HCF Bondline Comments
.......... (_l'n('h)
i 57 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES
2 58 2.50 UPSTREAM SIDE OF GAP
3 59 2.34





8 b4 2.28 PLUG
--, c) , (:?,5 ,, 1.79 _
.... tO h() l. 44
1t 07 0.94
12 ()8 _ 0.0
F.igurt, _._-') ') 17
4(_
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TILE DATA SI!EET
_,,;i:,j_ati_m TILE B - 2.5" BUTT Location Schematic IN-LINE GAP
1 *i(X-Ray Photo ,!
F:t, i] itv Location From
T/(; No. Channel No. tlCF Bondline Comments
(Inch)
13 69 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES
14 70 2.50 DOWNSTREAM OF TRANSVERSE _AP
15 _ _71.... 2.37 ............ j _
Lb , , ,72 1.6 7 ......
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T/t: No. Channel No. IICF Bondl tnt, Comments
(Inrh)
20 I 84 0"0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES
21 --85 2"50 I_IPSTREAHOF TRANSVERSE GAP
22 8b 2" 32
• 23 , 87 1.h5 .......
, 24 _ t _n7
25 89. .54
2o 90 0.0
, . ii , i .......
i ..... i ......
__ i• i± _ , ....... ,.
Figure 2. ',!-21
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TILE DATA SHEET
Fac i I i tv Location From
'r/t: No. Channel No. HCF Bondline Comments
.(Tneh_ , ..
27 91 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES
28 92 2.500 DOWNST_I SIDE OF GAP
29 93 2. 340
3(} 94 1.090
,, , , ,,
31 95 l.105
32 • 9b 0;543
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TILE DATA SHEET
Facil Ity Location From
T/C No. Channel No. HCF Bondllne Comments
.... (Inch)
i 57 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES







7 .... 63 . ,,0.0 It
8 64 2.29 PLUG
(_.5 .... I. 84 ,,
'_ 10 66 1.39
11 _7 ,., .S6 ..
12 {_8 0.0
Figure 2. ,.-,. 554
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TTLE DATA SIIEET
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TILE DATA SHEET
Facll Ity Location From
T/C No. Channel No. HCF Bondline Comments(Inch)
20 84 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES i
#




25 89 .60 s
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TILE DATA SHEET





T/C No. Channel No. HCF Bondline Comments
.,, (Inch)
27 91 0.0 AT INTERSECTION OF TILES
28 92 2.70 DOWNSTREAM SI_ OF GAP
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TILE D - 2.5" INCLINED
X-Ray Photos
DOWNSTREAM SIDE OF TRANSVERSE GAP T/C
61 Figure 2.2-32
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TILE DATA SHEET
De_i_nation TILE A - 2.00" BUTT Location Schematic PLUG _ TRANSVERSE GAP






T/C No. Channel No. HCF Bondline Comments
(Inch)






8 64 1.76 PLUG
9 65 I. 32
i0 66 O. B8
12 68 O.O0
62 Figure 2.2-33
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TILE DATA SHEET
l_':_[anat ion TILE D - 2.15" BUTT Location qchematic TRA_NSVERSE GAP
WITL[ FWD. FACING STEP
i . i
l[l I!X-Ray Photo I
}
Facility Location From
T/C No. Channel No. IICF Bondline Comments
....
28 (_2 2.00 DOWNSTREAM SIDE OF GAP
29 93 1.91
30 9ZI ]..37
__ "_1 95 ,84 ,.
32 9 O .19,
33 97 0.0 r
, . . , . .,
Figur(, 2.2-V_
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2.3 PHOTOGRAPHS OF MODELS
Typical photographs of RSI gap models are contained in thls secclon. As can
be seen some of the tiles (four tiles constitute a set) have a low emlttance
(white in appearance) while others have a high emlttance coating (black in appear-
ance). Thermocouples positioned on the faces of the tiles are evident in these
photographs. Some photographs show the before test condition of the tiles while
others are post test and show the flow patterns in the gaps. It is apparent
that three-dimensional flow resulted from the intersection of the in-llne and
transverse gaps. The depth of plasma flow penetration aft the tile intersection
is very much evident.
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1.25 INCH TILE THICKNESS
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1.25INCHTILETHICKNESS
PLASMAWEDGE SPECIMENS- TAPERED BUTT JOINT
PostTest Condition
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2.00INCHTILETHICKNESS
PLASMAWEDGESPECIMENS- TAPERED BUTT JOINT
Pretest Condition Figure 2.3-4
2.00INCHTILF THICKNESS
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TILE A, C THICKNESS:2.00INCHES
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_-. TILE A, C THICKNESS'2.00 INCHES
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2.4 THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURE RESPONSE
Typlcal temperature response curves for the thermocouples up to 33 which were
installed in each are contained in Figures 2.4-1 through 2.4-88. The majority
of thermoco_ple data is presented in these figures. Computer listings of all
thermocouple responses were prepared by MDAC-E during the course of analyzing
data. The tabs are bulky and are not included for that reason.
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MEASURED TEMPERATURES
IN TRANSVERSE GAP, T ILE A
2,50 INCH BUTT JOINT, 0,05 INCH GAP
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MEASURED TErIPERATURES
- THROUGH CENTER OF TILE A
2 ,50 INCH BUTT JO iNT , O, 05 INCH GAP
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MEASURED TEMPERATURES
IN IN-LINE GAP., TILE B
2,50 INCH BUTT JOINT, 0.05 INCH GAP
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MEASURED TEMPERATURES
IN IN-LINE GAP, TILE C
2,50 INCH BUTT JOINT, 0,05 'NCH GAP
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MEASURED TEMPERATURES
IPI TRAIISVERSE GAP, TILE D
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2.5 Explaination of Terminology Used in Data Listing - Gap heating rates
computed for the Butt Joint end Incline _oint models tested in the NASA-JSC i0 MW
channel nozzle are combined with node location and flow field parameters in Section
2.6.
Convective heating in the gaps between tiles was calculated by the inverse
solution technique. A universal thermal model (Figure 2.5-1) was constructed to
accurately describe heat transfer modes in the RSI tiles and in the gap. The
temperatures measured by the thermocouples installed in the RSI tiles were used
to specify boundary conditions for computing the convective heating. The convective
heating in the gap between tiles was calculated using the MDC General Heat Trans-
fer Computer Program. The measured temperatures recorded on magnetic tape durlng
the test was input directly into the computer. Analyses of the heating data and _
i
parameters descriptive of the flow in the channel nozzle are contained in Volume
I. Flow in the channel nozzle was in a chemically non-equlllbrium state end basic
flow parameters were supplied by NASA-JSC.
The coordinate system used for the JSC tests is described in Figure 2.5-2.
The terminology used in the data listing is as follows:
IDENTIFICATION = X YYY.ZZ
_- Node number (See Figure 2.5-1)
JSC run numbsr
Master test number, a #2 was assigned to the
( JSC channel nozzle .tests
GAP CONF = Gap configuration, 1 = Butt, 4 = Inclined
INST LOC = Instrumentation location, 1 - upstre:z_iside of gap, 2 = downstream
side of gap, 3 = in-line
X,Y,Z = Right hand coordinate system designating T/C location
= Distance from leading edge of tile
y = Flow orientation
W = Gap width
h " Step height
L = Flow length
t = Tile thickness
TILE PATT = 1 _ in-line tiles
': Hach number
Re/Meter = Unit Reynolds number
6" ffi Boundary layer displacement thickness, basud on starred conditio_l
165
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2,6 .rabulatloaof HeatinE Distribution from Inverse Solutions (NASA JSC 10 MW TESTS)
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3.0 NASA/_ARC CFHT TESTS
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3.0 NASA-LaRC CFHT TESTS OF AN HCF TILE ARRAY
An HCF tile array was tested in Laagley's Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel
(CFHT) at a freestream Mach number of i0.3 and a freestream unit Reynolds number
of 3.28 x 106/meter. The purpose of the test program was to study the heating on
the face of a tile submerged in a thick turbulent boundary layer as a function of
gap width, tile mismatch and flow orientation. These tests were performed on the
side wall of the tunnel (Figure 3.0-1) which has a boundary layer thickness of 5.08
to 10.16 centimeters. The tile array was rotated through +45 ° to study the flow
orientation effect on gap heating. Figure 3.0-2 is a view of the CFHT. Heating
measurements were made by inserting the panel into the test position and record-
ing thermocouple responses,
A MDC engineer supervised the tests on site at LaRC. Mr. D. A. Throckmorton
was the NASA engineer responsible for conducting the tests. Mr. D. A. Throckmorton
and his staff were very cooperative which is very much appreolated. Test
description and graphical presentation of the test data as prepared by LaRC is
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TEST CONDITIONS AND VAI_,_d3LES MATRIX
Tests were conducted in _he tunnel wall boundary layer of the Langley
Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel with freestream flow conditions of Mach number,
M = 10.3, and unit Reynolds number, _ = 3.28 x 106/meter. At these conditions,
the tunnel wall boundary layer is fully turbulent with a displacement thickness,
_*, ¢f approximately 12.06 centimeters. Varied test parameters were: tile
orientation (staggered/in-line), gap width, flow angularity, and tile mismatch.
An outline of the full test matrix is presented below:
GAP TILE ARRAY TILE FLOW
WIDTH (cm) ORIENTATION MISMATCH (cm) ANGULARITY (degs.)
0.127 Staggered 0, +.254 0, 7.5, 15, 30, 45
In-line 0, +.254 0, 7.5, 15, 30
0.229 Staggered O, -.168 0, 7.5, 15, 30, 45
m.
In-llne 0, -.168 0, 7.5, 15, 30
• ., . ..
0.457 Staggered O, +.254 0, 7.5, 15, 30, 45
,, ,.
In-llne O, +.254 0, 7.5, 15, 30
0.711 Staggered O, +.254 O, 7.5, 15, 30, 45
,. ,._
In-llne O, +.254 O, 7.5, 15, 30
A complete Run Schedule is presented as Figure 3.0-3
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FIGURE3.0-3 CFHTTEST92. RUNSCHEDULE
TILE ALPHA T-CPUN_ .I_C, ORI _TATION(DEOLO ATIONRE_RKS
1 0.127 0 Staggered 0 Top No Data !





8 -159 I 30
10 Staggered -45 Bottom
11 In-Ltne 0 Forward
12 t f -7-_ t
13 0.]27 0 In-_tne -15 Forward
14 Q.229 0 Staggered 0 Top
15 _ -7.5 i
16 , -15 _"
17 -30 1
18 -45 Top
19 •-7. S Bottom
20 -15 1
21 -30 t
22 j Staggered -45 Bottom
23 In-Lt ne 0 Forward
24 -7.5 _
25 -15
6 -30 Fo ard
27 0 Aft
28 -7.5
29 1' ' -15
30 0.229 0 In-Ltne -30 Aft







40 In,Ltne 0 Forward
41 ! ! -7.5 !
42 I -15 f
43 -30 Forward
44 I 0 Aft
45 -7.S i6 I I _r -15
47[ 0.,|57 0 In-Ltne -3o Aft1
18o





GAP MISHATCH TILE i T-C
RUNI(cm) (cm) ORIENTATIONALPHALOCATION REMARKS(DEG)
.+ • •
48 0.457 0.2F4 Staggered 0 Top





55 : - 15
56 r -30 r
57 Staggered -45 Bottom
58 _ In-Ltne 0 Forward
59 -7.5 |
60 -15 L61 -30 Fo ard
62 0 Aft
53 -7.5 !
54 I, -15 Jf
65 u.457 I 0.254 In-Ltne -30 AftI








74 ! I' -30
75 Staggered -45 Bottom
76 In-Lt ne 0 Forward
77 i -7.5
78 -159 30 Fo ard
80 0 Aft
81 -7.52 ' r -15
83 0.127 0.254 In-Line -30 Aft
84 0.127 0 In-Line -15 Forward
85 + -30 Fm_ard
86 0 Aft
87 -7.5 18 " ' -15
89 0.127 0 In-Line -30 Aft
90 0.229 0.254 Staggered 0 Top
91 -7.5
92 -15
93 F ,r -30 r
94 0.229 0.254 Staggered -45 Top
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FIGURE3.0-3 (CONTINUED)
GAP MISMATCH TILE ALPHA T-C
RUN (cm) (cm) ORIENTATION (DEG)' LOCATION REMARKS




99 Staggered -45 Bottom
100 In-Ltne 0 Forward
101 -7.5102 I -15
103 I -30 Forward
104 I 0 Aft
105 ) -7.5 l
106 T 'r -15 i
107 0.229! 0.254 In-Ltne -30 Aft
108 0.229 -0.168 Staggered 0 Top
109 i : -15 I1o +
111 t -45 Top112 i 0 Bottom
113 I -15 i
114 _ , -30 T
115 Staggered -45 Bottom
i •In-Lt ne 0 Forward116 I117118+ -x5 +' _ Forward
119 0.229 -0.168 In-Line. 0 Aft
120 0.711 0 St_aggere,! 0 Top
121 I -7.5
122 I -153 30 jr
124 I -45 Top
125 , 0 Bottom
126 ! -7.5
127 i -15128 -3o I'
129 Stag,:ered -45 Bottom
130 In- .the 0 Forward
131 I r -7.5132 -15 !
133 : -30 Forward
134 i 0 Aft
135 ) ' -7.5 /
o.r7 'r -xs +137 11 0 I_-Ltne -30 Aft
b
138 U.711 0.254 Stsggered 0 Top
139 ) + t -7.5 +
140 0.71-1 0.254 S'aggered -I_T T6p No Data'
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FIGURE3.0-3 (CONTINUED)
RUN)!GAP MISXATCH TILE _LPHA T-C
,-.(cm) {c_h) ORIENTATION(DES) LOCATION REHARKSi i :J J
141 0.711 0.254 Staggered -15 Top
142 -30
143 ; -45 Top
144 ] 0 8otto.l
145 i -7. S
146 _ -15
• 147 ] -30
148 i Staggered -45 Bottom
_149 : In-£t ne 0 Forward
150 -7.5
•: 151 -15
152 -30 " NoData'
' 153 -30 Forward
154 , 0 Aft
155 ] -7.5 /
156 " ' ! -15 _ '
157 0.711 0.254 In-Ltne -30 Aft.
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The tile-array model utilized In these tests is illustrated schematically in
Figure 3.1-1. The model consisted of a slngle 15.24 by 15.24 centimeter thin skin
tile surrounded by six HCF tiles as shown. This array was set in an adapter
(Figure 3.1-2) to tFLe facillty model injection mechanism in order to provide test-
ing flush to the tunnel side wall. #.photograph of the model Installed on the in-
Jection mechansim is shown in Figure 3.1-3. Photographs of the model positioned
flush with the tunnel side wall, both in-line and staggered orientations, are shown
in Figures 3.1-4 and 3.1-5 respectively.
The tile array was constructed such that g_p width between tiles was varlable
(0.127, 0.229, 0.457, 0.711 centimeter). Metal shims (Figure 3.1-2) were used to
align all tiles flush With the tunnel wall, as well as to provide mismatch of the
instrumented thin skin tile relative to the surrounding tiles. For all test runs,
the gaps between the adapter walls and the HCF tlle side walls were elimlnated by
filling with a high temperature rubber sealant.
The HCF tiles.were made from M0D Ilia HCF materlal bonded to 0.127 centimeter
thick stainless steel plates with DC-3145 adhesive. All external surfaces of the
tiles were coated with the MO-7 one step inorganic coating.
The thin skin tile was fabricated of stainless steel with a uniform thickness
of 0.0254 centimeter at LaRC. The tile was instrumented with 81, 30-gage chromel-
alumel thermocouples nominally located as indicated in Figure 3.1-6 Orientation
of the instrumented po_tlon of the thin skin tile relative to the surrounding HCF
tiles is illustrated In Figure 3.1-7 The entire tile array could be rotated a
full 360 ° to allow measurement of the heat transfer to all tlle surfaces for the
fuli range of possible flow angularlties.
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Figure 3.1-3
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3.2 CALIBRATIONDATA
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3.2 Calibration Data - LaRC performed calibration runs to measure heat trans-
fer data on a model mounted on the tunnel sidewall. The heat transfer was measured
on a smooth flat plate under the same non,hal flow conditions as the tile array. A
photograph of the flat plate model is shown on Figure 3.2-1. Figure 3.2_2 is the
measured heat transfer distribution in the vertical direction on the £lat plate
mounted in the tunnel sidewall. The distribution shown is based upon three data
runs at M_- 10.33 an_P_®/m - 3.28 x 106. A significant variation in the heating
across the flat plate is observed. This tunnel characteristic has been a_trlbuted
to the square nozzle and test section which results in a slight flow convergence
toward the center of the tunnel sidewall. Data taken on a corrugated panel on the
tunnel sidewall exhibited a similar spanwlseheatln8 gradient to that observed on
the fla_ plate. Normalizing the corrugated panel heat transfer coefficients by the
flat plate coefficients resulted in successful collapslng of the data in "he span-
wise direction. Because of previous experience in correlating the corrugated panel
data, the gap heating data, taken at the same test condition, was normalized by the
measured flat plate heat transfer coefficients. Measured heating in the streamWlse
direction showed a sllght decrease with distance as would be expected for a thick
turbulent boundary layer.
FLAT HEAT TRANSFER PLATE AND PITOT PRESSURE RAKE ON WALL OF CFl.rr
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3.3 TERHINOLOGYIN
DATALISTING
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3.3 Explanatloz_ of ierminology Used in Data Listing - Results from the CFHT
tests presented in Section 3.4 ate organized by ru_ number and contain informatlcn
about test conditions, model configuration and thermocouple location, heat transfer
parameters and boundary layer parameters. The data llstlns was prepared by analy-
_i zing and combining information recorded during calibration and test runs with
boundary layer information. As described in earlier sections, tile heating in-
formation was obtained by repositionlng the instrumented tile within the field of
tiles. Two basic tile orientations (or configurations) were used; in-line and
ii staggered. The entire panel was rotated from these conflguratlons to obta£n inter-
mediate flow orientations to genera_.e data got flow angles (GAMMA) ran_In 8 from 0
to 90 degrees. It should be noted that the coordinates "XSURF" and "XB" are based
on either the in-line or staggered tile configuration whereas "XC" and '_C" are
for a "fixed tile" and the flow rotates. The fixed tile coordinate system is _
described in Figure 3.3-1.
The termlnolo_j u_ed in the data listing is as follows: i]
MACH = Math Number
RE/METER = Unit Reynolds Number
HO w Reference heat transfer coefficients, constant for a test run
TW w Wall temperature
TT = Freestreamtotal temperature
PT = Freestream total pressure
T1 = Freestream static temperature
P1 " Freestream static pressure
(RHO V)I = Freestream denslty - velocity product
GAP = GAP WIDTH (W)
STEP - Step height (_, p_otrudin8 tile)
(=0, flush tile)
(<0, recessed tile)
CONF = Tile pattern; STAG -_staggered tiles (Figure3.1-5)
IN-LINE _in-line tiles (Figure 3.1-4)
TAW = Adiabatic wall temperature
CH = Channel number
XSURF = Surface distance on the instrumented tile and is recorded
based on in-line or staggered configuration,
xsu
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= Distance from lea_g edge of tile, (XB)
XC " x-coordinate of instrumentation point, origin at center of
tile, (Xc)
YC - - y-coordinate of instrumentation point, origin at center of
.- tile, (Yc)
Z = Die_.ance from top of tile (XC, YX, Z form ri@ht hand coordinate
system) i
Y-NOr - Vertical distance from tunnel centerline to instrumentation
.: locations, used for interpolating calibration plate heating
curve
- _ HT = Convective heat transfer coefficient based on a Taw/T t = 0.895 i
HT/HO = Heat transfer coefficient ratio !
HT/HF = Convective heat transfer ratioed to calibration plate heating
"" NSTT = Stanton number based on freestream conditions and HT
DELS = Displacement thickness base_ on starred condition
M-THK - Momentum thickness
m.
'_ SUB-L = Laminar sublayer thickness
" HT/HE = Convective heat transfer coefficient in gap ratioed to
coefficient measured on top of tile
Information for thermocouples with abnormal data is omitted from data listing.
' Also contained in Section 3.4 is the computation of average, maximum and minimum
heating ratios on the top of the tile. Data are arranged by gap, step and flow
orientation. Terminology used for pages 3.4-315 to 3.4-315 is as follows: i
GAP - Gap width
STEP = Step height
G = Flow orientation
H/HREF(AVE)= Average heat transfer coefficien, _ ratio for top of tile, (HREF=
calibration plate convective heat transfer coefficient)
1COUNT = Number of data points with zero or abnormal heat transfer
' coefficient
AREA - Area computed tm form average heating ratio. Top of tile has
° 2
a 232.26 cm area.
_ H/HREF(MAX)= Maximum heat transfer coefficient ratio on top of tile
'_ XC AND YC = Location of maximum heat transfer coefficient ratio on top
of tile
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H/_(_N)- H_um heat t_anSfer coe_ftcLent ratio on top of tile
XHC AND YHC- Location of _Lnt_um heat trausfer coefficient ratio on top of
tile
nn_es 3.4-318 to 3.4-324 contain the listin8 of the ave_aSe, max_num and minLmu_ heat
transfer coe£gicieuts £o_ the top row o£ thermocouples in the gap. Data are organized
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The data l_stJmg is si_Llar to the listing prepared for the top of the t_e.
DIST " Lensth used to detex_Lne H/HREF(AVE)
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3.4 TEST DATA LI STING
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4,0 NASA/LaRC MAtH 8 VARIABLE DENSITY TUNNEL TESTS _i::
Gap heating data obtained in the LaRC Math 8 Variable Density Tunnel (VDT)
under the cognizance of C. B. Johnson spanned a wide range of Reynolds _u_nb_rs and
:: boundary layer thickness. A detailed description of the tests and graphical
presentation of results may be found in Reference 2. The gap models used
simulated chin skin tiles which were mounted in a curved plate and tested with
. Chick and chin boundary layers, l_e boundary layer thickness was vgrled by test-
ing the plate in the free stream and also testing it flush Co the nozzle wall. In -
each model position, the test section unit Reynolds number was varied over the range -I
of i.i x 106 to 40 x 106 per meter; both in line and staggered tile configurations I
were employed, i
The Langley Research Center Math 8 Variable Density Hypersonic Tunnel is an i
intermlttan_ blowdown facility. The test section diameter is 46 cm; and the
test core diameter is i0 to 36 cm, depending on pressure. The tunnel
has an axlally symmetric contoured nozzle. The test medium is air and is heated by
electrical resistance heaters. The tunnel exhausts into either a vacuum tank or
the atmosphere.
The tunnells operated a_ a nominal Math number of 8 over a range of Reynolds
number of 0.72 x 106 to 40.0 x 106 per meter. The tunnel stagnation conditions
vary from about 379.2 kN/m 2 and 678°K to 19.78 MN/2 and 772°K for lowest and
highest unit Reynolds numbers, respectively. A Math number calibration of the flow
is given in NASA TN-D-2417, and a further description of the faclllty is given in
NASA TM X-1130.
4.1 Model Descriptions and Instrumentation Locations - The chin skin models
of the in-line and staggered tile configurations set in their curved mounting plate
are illustrated in Figure 4.1-1. The location of the models for testing flush
to the tunnel wall and for testing in the free stream are illustrated in Figure
4.1-2. The model was tested in both positions over a unit Reynolds number
range of 1.1 x 106 to 40 x 106 per meter. With the model flush to the nozzle wall the
boundary layer thickness over the tiles varies from approximately i0 cm to 5 cm for
this Reynolds number range. By testing the model flush to the tunnel wall, heatin_
rates to the gaps were obtained under a condition of a relatively thick turbulent
boundary layer, with a ma._imum length Reynolds number of 136 x 106, The heat trans-
fer tests were made with the model initially at room temperature. The model was
•. injected into the tunnel test section from a vacuum chamber which has been evacuated
Co the test-section-stream static pressure. Approxlmately 0.05 second was required
519
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INSTRUMENTEDTILES 10.16 x 20.32 on (4 x 8 Inch)
69.43 cm (27.34 1rich)
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for the model to leave the chamber and enter the uniform test-flow region, and the
heat transfer data records were started less than 1/2 second after the model was
positioned in the _est section.
The simulated tiles are instrumented wlth 36 gage (0.127 mm (.005 inch))
iron-constautam thermoc_uple wire. The small wire used on the thin skin (.4064 mm
(.016 inch)) of the simulated tiles gives a rapid response tO _he heat input.
Calculations were made to insure that wlte co_ductlon error was small for this skin
thickness and wire size.
The t£1e orientation and the location of the vertlcal rows of thermocouples Is
shown in Figure 4.1-3 for the In-line _ile orientation. The n_langular markers
numbered 1 LhrouEh 28 as shown on the four tiles indicate where the vertlcal rows
of thermocouples are located on the side walls of the cavities. This tile
orientation was used to compaxe the heating on longltudlnal gaps with three gap
widths; (1) 0.15875 cm (1/16 inch), (2) 0.3175 cm (1/8 inch), and (3) 0.47625 cm
(3/16 inch) and spanwise gaps wlth gap widths of 0.15875 cm (1/16 inch) end .3175
cm (1/8 inch). The three longltudlnal gaps contain vertlcal rows numbered 1 through
18. The apanwise gaps j with forward and rearward facing walls contain the vertical
rows numbered 21 through 28. Six surface thermocouples on both tiles 1 end 2
measure the heating to the surface of the simulated tiles.
The location of the vertical rows of thermocouples and the surface thermocouples
for tiles i and2 and for tiles 3 and 4 with an in-llne orientation are shown in
Figure 4.1-4. The various vettlcal rows of thar_ecouples as well
as the 12 surface thermocouples can be located In Figure 4.1-3. The longltudinal
direction is indicated by the X coordinate and has its origin at the leading edge
of the curved plate. The spanwlse direction is indicated by the y coordinate with the
origln on the centerl_ne of the curved mounting plate. Looking downstream, y is
positive to the right of the csnterllne and negatlve to the left. The dlstanee
from the surface of the tile down the wall of the cavlty is indicated by the Z
coordinate.
The orientation of the tiles for the staggered tile tp_ts is shown in Figure
4.1-5. The trlansular markers numbered 1 through 4 indicate where vertical rows of
'_ ii thermocouples are located on the forward face of tile number 4. The four vertical
rows on tile 4 were the only thermocouple instrumentation in the cavities _or the
- staggered tlle tests; however, these were 6 surface thermocouples located on both
t11es 1 and 4 which measured the surface heating to the tiles.
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Z = I.! Z = 1.5875cm
•- ROWS13&16- = 1.270cm
ROWS14& _240.9,25cmRO S21& 19
FORWARDFACE ROWS20&25
THERMOCOUPLE ZNSTALLATZON FOR ZN-LZNE TILES - TZLES 3 AND 4
. Flsure 4.1-4
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_ THEEMOCOUPLE INSTALLATION FO_ STAGGERED TILES - TILE 4
'_'.-' Figure 4.I-6
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;. 4.2 Explaination of Terminology Used in Data Listin_ - Results from the Mach ....
8 V.D.T. tests listed in Section 4.4 are organized by run number, model position
r and contain information about test conditions, model configuration, thermocouple
-. location and heat transfer parameters. Tests were run using a model with parallel
li (in-line) tiles and a model with staggered tiles. These models were positionedflush with the tunnel wall as well as on the tunnel centerllne. When the model was
positioned flush with the tunnel wall, the "HT" heat transfer coefficient based on
a turbulent boundary layer is appropriate. When the model was in the freestream
position, the appropriate heat transfer coefficient is "HL" which is based on a
laminar boundary layer.
I
The terminology used in the data listing is as follows: I
TSTAG = Freestream stagnation temperature i
i PSTAG = Freestreamstagnation pressure
Q CODE = Code used to determln_ heating
L DEG OF FIT - Degree of curve used to fit temperature response
: RE/METER = Unit Reynolds number ....
MACH = Mach number
i" XNSTREF = Stanton number t_mes square root of Reynolds number based
distance
TAW = Adiabatic wall temperature
Coordinate system used to identify instrumentation location is illustrated
in Figure 4.2-1.
X = Distance in the flow direction
. Y - Distance normal to "X"
Z = Distance from top of tile (X,Y,Z form right hand coordinate system)
Q ., Convective heating rate
HL = Convective heat transfer coefficient based on TAw/TT =_-
HT - Convective heat transfer coefficient based on TAw/T T = ,L(pr).333
HL/HR = Heat transfer coefficient (HL) ratioed to a theoretical flat
-:_ plate value
.
HT'HR = Heat transfer coefficient (fiT) ratloed to a theoretical flat
.. plate value
F"_ :": HL/H1 = fleet transfer coefflc[ent (HL) ratloed to that (HI) measured at
: .... the most forward location on top of modelw-
: HT/HI = Heat trm_sfer coefficient (HT) ratioed to that (HI) measured at
> the most forward location on top of panel
_27
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_!"'-.. HI = Convective heat transfer coefficient measured at the most forward
:T loGatlon on top of model When the model is flush wlth tunnel
wallp Hl is based on TAw/T T m (pr)'333 . When the model is in the
_._, freestrea_ position, HI is based on TAw/TT m_r.
•_ STL m Stanton number for TAw/T T ,,_/'_
_ r
STT = Stanton_number for TAw/T T ,, (Pr)"333
STEEL = STL*_ Ee"





_, IUPS  tile#i, upstream IUPS  tile#1,upstream
_:_ portion of model portion of modal
_" 2DWN -_tile #2, downstream 4DWN -_tile #4, downstream
: portion of model portion of model
3UPS -_tile #3, upstream
., ... portion of model
4DWN -_tile #4, downstream
portion of model
GAP = XXXXYY PE - Parall_d gap at edge
-"_ of model
PC = Parallel gap at center
;, of model
-i
: Location of instrumentation TD = Transverse gap, down-
[- stream side of gap
"_ TU = Transverse gap, up-
stream side of gap
ST = Stagnation point
_, -, Gap width (10-4 inch)
TITETOP-_ instrumentation located top of tile
HL/HTOP = Heating in gap ratloed to local value on cop of tile for
: TAw/TT "_r
HT/HTOP = Heating in gap ratioed to local value on top of tile for
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4.3 TEST DATA LISTING
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5.0 NASA/AMES1
"_iI 3.5 FOOTH.W.T. TESTS
t MCDOIV_IELL DOUI[;LA_'q; A_TRORIALITIC_ COMPAItlV ,, EA81r
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5.0 NASA/A_IS, 3._ FOOT H.W.T. TESTS
_." Data from tile Rockwell international Gap lteating Test 158 (OH-2) conducted In
NASA-Ames 3.5 Fool Hypersonic Wind Tunnel h_ve been assimilated. The test was
supervised hy C. B. Blumer of Rockwell International and W. K. Lockman o£ Ame._.
':'" The data are also presented in Reference 3.
The NASA-Ames 3.5 Foot Hypersonic Wind Tunnel is a ¢lo_d-circult, blowdown-
type tunnel capable of operating at nomi,,._l Math numbers of 5_ 7_ and I0 at pres-
: sures to 1800 psia and temperatures to 3400°R for run times to four minutes. The
major components of the facility include a gas storage system where the Lest gas
is stored at 3000 psi, a storage heater filled with aluz,_inum-oxide pebbles capable
of heating the test gas to 3400°R, axisymmetric con=oured nozzles with exit oia-
meters of 42 inches for generating the desired Math number, and a 900,000 ft 3
vacuum storage system which operates to pressures of 0.3 psia. The test section
itself is an open-jet type enclosed within a chamber approximately 12 feet in
diameter and 40 feet in length, arranged transverse to the flow direction.
A model support system is provided that can pitch models through an angle-of-
attack range of -20 to +20 degrees, in a vertical plane about a fixed point of ..1
rotatlon on the tunnel centerline. This rotation point is adjustable from 1 to i
5 feet from the nozzle exit plane. The model normally is out of the test stream
(strut centerline 37 inches from tunnel eenterline) un_.il the t_nnel test conditions '_
are established after which it is inserted. Insertion Lime is adjustable to as :_-:i
little as 1/2 second and models may be inserted at any strut angle, i
A high-speed, analog-to-digital datz acquisition system is used to record
test data on magnetic =ape. The present system is equipped to measure and record
the outputs from 80 transducers in addition to 20 channels of tunnel parameters.
The run schedule for the OH-2 test is presented in Figure 5.0-1. Data were
: received for 71 data runs out of the 81 tests that were made. The run schedule
presents information for these 71 runs. The tests were run at Math 5.1 at four
unit Reynolds numbers. The Reynolds numbers were 1.4, 2.2, 3.3, and 4.5 x 106 _
per meter. A total of five gap widths and three gap depths was investigated.
I" 'I_o forward facing steps and one aft facing step as well as the flush tile con-
figuration were examined. All testing was done using a flat plate model al zero
angle of attack,
S93
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RUN SCHEDULEFOR OH-2TESTS - 3.5 FOOTHWT
MACH NUMBER= 5.1 TR = 2000°R ,x: 0°
REYNOLDSNUMBER/METERSCHEDULE:DA =41 4 x _6B = 2.2 x Ino C = 3.3 x no 5 x 1| | ,
RUN Re/m INSERT T/C SET G,_PWIDTH GAP DEPTH STEP HEIGHI'
NO. SCHEDULE NO. NO. (IN.) (IN.) (IN.)



















26 A V 2 0




32 B +t/t0 :
33 A +t/16
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RIJNSCHEDULEFOROH-2 TESTS- 3.5 FOOTHWT
MACH NUMBER= 5.1 TR = 2000°R ot= 0o
REYNOLDSNbMBER/METERSCHEDULE: A = 1.4 x _6, B = 2.2 x .,,_6,C = 3.3 x 106, D = 4.5 x 1
RUN Re/m ; INSERT T/C SET GAP WIDTHI GAP DEPTH STEP HEIGHT
NO. SCHEDULE NO. NO. (IN.) (IN.) (IN.)
38 A I 0 1 0 0t39 B
40 C I
41 D T r








54 R. I 0.200 .4/.8/1.6
55 B
56 A O.lO0





63 B I4 D
65 k 0.050 +I/16
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595 Figure 5.0-i Continued
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...
RUN SCHEDULE FOR OH-_ TESTS- 3,5FOOTHWT
: _CH kJMBER = 5.1 TR = 2000°R a = 0° ,.
REYNOLDS NUMBEI_/METERSCHEDULE: A = 1.4 x I0°
, B = 2.2 x 106 , C = 3.3 x 106 , D = 4.5 x 106
RUN Re/m ; INSERT T/C SET GAP WIDTH GAP DEPTH STEP HEIGHT
NO. SCHEDULE NO. NO. (IN.) (IN.) (IN.) ;
"'i
73 D II 2 0.050 .4/.8/1.6 -I/6
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i 5,1 MODEL DESCRIPTIDE
' 5.2 CALtBRATION DATA
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" _ 5.1 Model(s_ Description and Instrumentation Location -Tlle test configuration
.... consisted of 27 inch by 60 _nch carrier plate wedge into which 24 inch by 42 inch
instrumented test article inserts were placed. Figure 5.1-1 shows the carrier plate
with an insert(s) installed in the test section of the 3.5 foot HWT. Total temper-
ature and pressure probes were mounted on the downstream end of the wedge at three
spanwlse locations. These probes were used to define the freestream conditions
for the tests. A sketch of tile carrier plate is also shown in Figure 5.1-2. The
• model coordinate system definition is presented in Figure 5.1-3. The five inserts
tested are shown in Figure 5.1-4 and are as follows. :i
I
Insert I - Smooth heat transfer calibration plate (Figure 5.1-5)
Insert II Single transverse gap (Figure 5.1-6) ]
Insert III - btultiple transve rse gap (Figure 5.1-7) J
Insert IV - Longitudinal Intersecting gaps (Figure 5.1-8)
Insert V - Diagonal Intersecting gaps (Figure 5.1-9) _
The instrumentation locations for the five inserts are shown in Figure 5.1-5 thru 5.1-9 !i
The coordinates of each thermocouple are described along with the basic heat -::_
transfer data in Section 5.4.
5.2 Calibration Data - Four calibration runs (Run 38 thru 41) were made to
• I
characterize the flow over the test configuration utilizing the smooth heat transfer
calibration plate (Insert I). Three rows (y = -20.54, 0.0, and 20.54cm) of Chromel-
. Constantan thermocouples along with three corresponding total temperature probes
were used to measure the heating environment along and across the test article.
Figure 5.2-1 presents the heat transfer coefficient along the calibration plate (y =
-20.54) for the four _est unit Reynold numbers. The heat transfer coefficient (HL)
is based on a recovery factor of 0.874. Companion data was also received for a
recovery factor of 0.907. The low Reynolds number heating data decreases approx .....
ii
imately with the square root of distance along the panel which Is characteristic
of a laminar bolmdary layer. The higher Reynolds number data shows a decrease and ij
ithen a sharp rise in h_atin 8 along _l_e panel characteristic of transitional flow,
!
The [teat transfer data measured on inserts with sXmulate4 RSl gaps are referenced i
I to the flat plate calibration data. A two-dlmenslonal Interpolation in the x and
I
• y directions was performed on the calihrallon dat_ for each test condition toi'
, determine the reference heat transfer coefficient at the le__ations where gap heat-
ing data were measured. Figure 5.2-2 is a typical plot of Stanton number along the
calibration plate. Tha laminar and transitional hea£1ng patterns are obvious from
this figure.
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I''_- 600 Figure 5.1-3
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._'- AMES 3.5 FOOT HWT GAP MODELS
" • TEST VARIABLES
106Re/m = 1 4, 2.2, 3.3 'D 4.5 CALIBRATIONPLATE
M =S.l
" GAP WIDTH = .159 AND .318 cm
'. GAP DEPTH= 1, 2, AND 4 an
: STEPS = O, + .15g AND + .318 an
• 71 TEST RUNS ASSIMILATED
G" _ " ']
".7
SINGLE TRANSVERSEGAP MULTIPLE TRANSVERSEGAP
IL! !111I
_:_..., STAGGEREDTILES 300 ORIENTEDTILES
:i: " L
- ,4
:,i":', _ -v 1 _ I
_-k 6ow
__ Fl_ure 5.i-4
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AMES GAP HEATING TEST INSERT I
(SMOOTH HEAT TRANSFER CALIBRATION PLATE)
'/
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o,
• AMES GAP HEATING TEST INSERI I[
PRIMARY INSTRUMENTATION UNIT
;. (SINGLE TRANSVERSE GAP)
.62.5
II I _ -- _ ,625" 1.2SO"
' " "I L . t C _ T _"
t
$ ON 45 ° LINE 6 7
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AI_,ESGAP I-IEATiIiGTEST I[ISERT II
PRIMARY INSTRUIIE[iTATION IllliT
(SINGLE TRANSVERSE GAP)
ON 4S° LINE 60_
SIS2Smi_3_575859 ' ,,
S4---_56 SECTION D1 - Dl ]
SS
Figure 5, 1-6 (Conttr_ued)
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, o]. FiRure 5,1-6 (ConLinued)
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;: A_ES GAP HEATING TEST INSERT III
(rIULFIPLE TRANSVERRE GAPS)
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AI_ES GAP HEATING TEST INSERT V
(DIAGONAL INTEPSECTING GAPS)
-54 ON 4S° LINE
41 42 43 58 59 60
45 52
40 _ ! ' SO MOOIILE C
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SYM Re/m RUN I _a! _"::::':.-::'.::2;::.
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-.': 5.3 Explaination of Terminology Used in Data TesLinK - Results from tile AMES
' 3.5 Ft. H.W.T. tests presented in Section 5.4 are organized by run number and with-
in each run are segregated into one of three lateral zones across the pane I. Total
pressure and to_al temperature probes were located at YY = -20.54, 0 and +20.54 cm,
hence the data segregation. Unit Reynolds number was computed for each probe and
the unit Reynolds number is printed on the right hand side of the tabulation to
denote the segregation. Information contained in Section 5.4 is in terms of SlU
I: units.
The terminology used in the data listing is as follows:
TT = Freestream total temperature
PT = Freestream total pressure
HT = Freestream total enthalpy
MAtH = Math number
QS = Heating to a sphere
HAW = Adiabatic wall enthalpy
CONF -- Test Panel Configuration, CONF combines "insert number" and T/C
set number (contained in the Run Schedule) into a single number
CONF INSERT NO. T/C SET NO.
1.00 I 1










I GAP = Gap width
i
STEP Step height
't x T/C = Thermoeouple listing
• X = Distance from leading edge of panel r.i1
Y¥ = Lateral distance from panel ¢m_terline iiI
ZZ = Distance from Lop of tile (X,YY,ZZ form right coordinate s>':_ttm0
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Q = Heating rate
HL = Conw.ctive heat transfer co,_.fflclent based on HAW/HT - 0.874
HT = Convective heat transfer coefficient based on HAW/HT = 0.907
HREF = Reference convective heat transfer coefficient obtained from
calibration plate (insert I) at the same location as instrumen-
tation o11 the gap model 0HREF is obtained by interpolating
, smoothed calibration plate data.
HL/HREF = Convective heat transfer coefficient ratioed to that on the
calibration plate at the same location
STL = Stanton number based on HL
STT = Stanton number based on HT _i
RE/M = Reynolds number per meter j
GAP-TYPE = Gap type mld instrumentation location description i
SINTXX Single transverse gap :ilJ
LNGE>LX Longitudinal intersecting gap, cen_erline of panel
_.NGEXX Longitudinal intersecting gap near edge of panel
DIACXX Diagonal intersecting intersecting gap, cente£11ne of
UP Upstream side of gap
DN Downstream side of gap
CT Center
_HILI'PL Multiple transverse gap on plate (tile top) surface
J
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5.4 TEST DATA LISTING
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